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Effects of Reynolds Number and
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Boundary Layer Transition in a
Compressor Cascade
An experimental and analytical study has been performed on the effect of Reynolds
ber and free-stream turbulence on boundary layer transition location on the suc
surface of a controlled diffusion airfoil (CDA). The experiments were conducted
rectilinear cascade facility at Reynolds numbers between 0.7 and 3.03106 and turbulence
intensities from about 0.7 to 4 percent. An oil streak technique and liquid crystal coa
were used to visualize the boundary layer state. For small turbulence levels an
Reynolds numbers tested, the accelerated front portion of the blade is laminar and
sition occurs within a laminar separation bubble shortly after the maximum velocity n
35–40 percent of chord. For high turbulence levels (Tu.3 percent) and high Reynold
numbers, the transition region moves upstream into the accelerated front portion o
CDA blade. For those conditions, the sensitivity to surface roughness increases co
erably; at Tu54 percent, bypass transition is observed near 7–10 percent of chord.
Experimental results are compared to theoretical predictions using the transition m
which is implemented in the MISES code of Youngren and Drela. Overall, the re
indicate that early bypass transition at high turbulence levels must alter the profile
locity distribution for compressor blades that are designed and optimized for high
nolds numbers. @DOI: 10.1115/1.1413471#
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Introduction
The aerodynamic performance of turbomachinery blading

strongly dependent on the nature of boundary layer developm
on the blades. The blade boundary layer is responsible for
airfoil aerodynamic efficiency and thus for the overall perfo
mance of the machine. Several previous investigations in tu
machinery test facilities have shown that, in spite of the h
free-stream turbulence and the unsteady periodic wakes of
upstream blade rows, the boundary layer is laminar along
forward parts of the blade surface. This is true especially for
bine blade sections, which usually operate at low Reynolds n
bers. Also the boundary layers on compressor blades are obse
to be laminar in wide areas along the accelerated blade fron
gion. Most blade designers take advantage of the laminar bo
ary layer on the front and set the maximum suction side velo
around 15–30 percent of blade chord. This allows high bla
loading in combination with low losses. Beyond the veloc
maximum, the suction surface flow is decelerated with a relativ
steep gradient and then—to keep the boundary layer slightly a
from separation—decreased monotonically in strength toward
trailing edge. These ‘‘controlled diffusion airfoils’’~CDA! are
widely in use in multistage compressors.

Several experimental investigations have provided evidenc
the existence of partial laminar boundary layers on compre
blades. Studies in cascade facilities with different free-stream
bulence levels and wakes, which have been produced by mo
bars, showed laminar flow on the suction side and final transi
within a laminar separation bubble shortly after the velocity ma
mum @1,2#. In real compressor environments, detailed measu
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ments on stator blades showed extended laminar boundary la
up to 30–50 percent of blade chord. At very low Reynolds nu
bers, transition occurred even further downstream@3,4#. Transition
is induced in rather complex modes that depend on the incom
wakes that impinge on the blade surface boundary layers, on
profile velocity distribution, and the Reynolds number. Behind
turbulent wakes so-called calmed ‘‘laminar-like’’ regions are o
served, which are followed by transition either in bypass mode
in laminar separation bubbles aft of the suction side maximum
case of separated-flow transition the separation bubble and its
tension oscillates with the blade passing frequency@5#. The turbu-
lence level between the wakes was determined by Halstead e
@4# to be about 2.5–3 percent and within the wake region ab
5.5–6 percent. All these complex transition modes are excelle
described by Halstead et al.@4#, or in the paper of Cumpsty et a
@6#, for example.

Essential for the above-described observations is that the co
sponding tests, both in cascade facilities and in compressor
rigs, have been performed at blade chord Reynolds numbers r
ing from about 0.05 to 0.453106. Even tests with a special Rey
nolds number variation did not exceed this range. Real comp
sors in aeroengines, however, operate at Re50.6– 1.23106 even
at cruise altitude@7#, and industrial compressors or compressors
heavy-duty gas turbines have blade chord Reynolds num
roughly from 2 to 63106 ~Fig. 1!. At these realistic turbomachin
ery conditions with high Reynolds numbers, the calmed regi
after wake passing, the laminar boundary layers and, particul
the laminar separation bubbles will play a less important role.

Recent blade design and optimization studies by Ko¨ller et al.
@8# and Küsters et al.@9# showed that under high free-stream tu
bulence levels, boundary layer transition on the blade suction
successively propagated forward into the accelerated front re
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of the blades when the Reynolds number was increased. The b
profile optimization algorithm employed considered this ea
transition location and set the velocity maximum on the bla
suction side much further upstream than is common in so-ca
controlled diffusion designs, which assume at least partly lam
flow up to about 20–30 percent of chord@10#. It was clearly
shown that the location of transition onset has a considerable
fluence on the blading design process. Conversely, the resul
new blading designs depend strongly on the reliability of the tr
sition models employed in the boundary layer codes. Therefor
is essential that the transition models have been validated t
oughly for all turbomachinery relevant flow conditions with rea
istic turbulence levels and pressure gradients.

One correlation for transition onset, frequently used in num
cal boundary layer codes and embedded in many design too
the correlation of Abu-Ghannam and Shaw@11#. It has been com-
prehensively verified for tests at lower turbulence levels for ze
adverse, and slightly favorable pressure gradients on flat pla
For high turbulence levels~.2 percent! there is little information
and Gostelow and Bluden@12# emphasized that uncertainty exis
for favorable gradients. Mayle@13# pointed out that, especially fo
favorable pressure gradients, there are only two data points f
Blair @14# from a flat plate experiment withTu52 and 5 percent
that give sufficient information on transition onset and length.

In this present study, experiments have been conducted
linear cascade facility to give specific evidence that for hig
turbulence levels and increasing Reynolds number, transition
set on real compressor blades moves upstream into the regio
strong favorable pressure gradients. The test model used w
controlled diffusion airfoil with suction surface acceleration alo
a relatively long distance. This paper focuses on the investiga
of the transition location for different levels of nearlyisotropic
turbulence and Reynolds numbers, a first step in which the c
plex mechanism of wake passing was neglected. The Reyn
number was increased beyond levels investigated so far. An
flow technique and liquid crystal coatings have been used to
sualize boundary layer state on the blade suction side.

Compressor Airfoil: Analytical Study
To study the effect of free-stream turbulence and Reyno

number on transition onset, a blade profile was selected that
designed for an inlet Mach number of 0.6 and a flow turning of
deg. Its profile pressure distribution is typical of controlled diff
sion airfoils~CDA! with a favorable pressure gradient on the su
tion surface to 30 percent of chord and beyond the station of
maximum velocity, where the boundary layer is turbulent, a st
‘‘controlled diffusion’’ with decreasing pressure gradient towa
the trailing edge. Its profile Mach number distribution is shown
the upper part of Fig. 2.

Fig. 1 Typical blade chord Reynolds number of a heavy-duty
gas turbine compressor
2 Õ Vol. 124, JANUARY 2002
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The blade-to-blade solver MISES of Drela and Youngren@15#
was used for the numerical study of boundary layer transit
behavior. It is a coupled inviscid/viscous interaction method t
employs integral boundary layer equations for boundary layer
wake development. Boundary layer transition is predicted e
ploying the criterion of Abu-Ghannam/Shaw@11#, which has been
slightly modified by Drela@16# to achieve a more stable conve
gence during the coupling process.

Basically, transition can occur in three different modes; in
natural transition mode~Tollmien/Schlichting~TS! wave instabili-
ties!, in the ‘‘bypass’’ mode, or in the separated mode via a lam
nar separation bubble with turbulent reattachment. All the
modes depend on the Reynolds number, the pressure gradie
the edge of the boundary layer, and the free-stream turbule
level. For high free-stream turbulence levels, transition prima
is induced from outside of the boundary layer and the stages o
natural transition process~TS instabilities! are ‘‘bypassed’’. For
many practical flows TS wave transition and bypass transit
both are often at work, but for favorable pressure gradients
higher turbulence levels, bypass transition is relevant exclusiv

For the present study, boundary layer transition is calculated
Reynolds numbers from 0.1 to 53106 and different turbulence
levels using the suction side Mach number distribution of Fig.
The results in Fig. 2 bottom show a tremendous influence on
suction side transition onset of both the Reynolds number and
turbulence level. For small turbulence levels (Tu,1.5 percent!
and low Reynolds numbers, laminar separation is calculated a
the velocity maximum and transition with turbulent reattachm
is predicted to occur beyond 35 to 50 percent of chord. A stepw

Fig. 2 Influence of Reynolds number and free-stream turbu-
lence on suction side transition onset „MISES simulation …
Transactions of the ASME
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increase of the turbulence level up to 6 percent reduces the e
of the separation bubble, but as long as the Reynolds number
not exceed values of about 0.23106, transition remains behind
the velocity maximum (xt /c.0.3). With increasing Reynolds
numbers the bubble finally disappears and transition onset pr
gates upstream into the accelerated front portion of the blade.
example, at a Reynolds number of 2.03106 and a turbulence leve
of 3 percent, transition onset is located near 6.1 percent of ch
Here the momentum thickness Reynolds number Reu, which is
used as the criterion for transition onset, is calculated to be 2

Overall, the curves in Fig. 2 illustrate that the transition on
location is most sensitive on the Reynolds number when the
bulence levels are between about 2 and 4 percent. BeyonTu
54 percent the transition onset location for a given Reyno
number is more or less insensitive to higherTu levels.

A further relevant influence parameter for boundary layer tr
sition is the streamwise pressure gradient. Mayle@13# pointed out
that for favorable pressure gradients, the flow acceleration pa
eter is the appropriate parameter to correlate transition onset

K5
n

U2

dU

ds

To illustrate the acceleration rate on the blade surface of
present cascade, the calculated parameterK for the blade suction
and pressure side is shown in Fig. 3. Calculations are prese
for both a low and a high Reynolds number, the range in wh
the following experiments have been performed. On the front p
tion of the suction side this parameter exceeds values o

Fig. 3 Acceleration parameter for suction and pressure side
for two different Reynolds numbers
Journal of Turbomachinery
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31026 but the value successively falls toward zero near the
locity maximum. According to the definition of the acceleratio
parameter, it is obvious thatK is inversely proportional to the
chord Reynolds number. Therefore, the magnitude of this par
eter becomes smaller when the Reynolds number is increased
correlation of the momentum thickness Reynolds number at t
sition onset against the acceleration parameter~Mayle @13#, Fig.
16! claims that for free-stream turbulence levels beyond 3 perc
the acceleration parameterK has no influence on the momentu
thickness Reynolds number Reut . As there is little experimenta
information on transition with accelerated boundary layersK
.0) and high turbulence levels, the following experiments w
provide further insight to this transition process and help to c
firm or correct the transition correlation.

Test Setup
The experiments were performed in the transonic cascade

nel of the DLR Cologne@17#. This tunnel is a closed-loop, con
tinuously running facility with a variable nozzle, an upper tra
sonic wall, and a variable test section height. The air sup
system enables an inlet Mach number range from 0.2 to 1.4 a
Mach number independent variation of the Reynolds number fr
about 1310* 5 to 3310* 6. Tunnel sidewall boundary layer
ahead of the cascade are removed through protruding slots. W
the blade pack aft of the minimum pressure region, endw
boundary layers and AVDR are controlled by suction throu
chordwise slots. Tailboards combined with throttles are used
control inlet and exit boundary conditions.

To allow tests with high Reynolds numbers and to have a s
ficient resolution of the blade surface, the cascade blade ch
was enlarged to 150 mm. Three blades were installed in the
section, with the center blade instrumented on the pressure
suction side. A cross-sectional view of the test section and a p
tograph of the cascade model are shown in Figs. 4 and 5.
visualization tests using liquid crystal coating, the center bla
was fabricated from a carbon-fiber-reinforced epoxy materia
reduce a chordwise heat flux within the blade contour.

Most tests were run at an inlet Mach number of 0.6 with to
pressures from 0.42 to 1.7 bar and total temperatures from a
306 to 310 Kelvin, giving blade chord Reynolds numbers from
to 2.83106. Some tests at M150.7 allowed Reynolds number
around 3310* 6. To increase the turbulence level, three differe
turbulence grids constructed from rectangular bars were insta
near the entrance to the main tunnel contraction, one about 1
and an even more coarse grid 1.55 m upstream of the test sec

Experimental Results
Two main test series with different turbulence levels have b

performed: The first one used a standard oil flow technique
the second one employed liquid crystal coatings. The minim

Fig. 4 Test section of the DLR Transonic Cascade Tunnel
JANUARY 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 3
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turbulence level without a grid installed was measured to be
percent. Two grids were located near the entrance of the tu
contraction; the first one, denoted ‘‘screen 1.9’’ with rectangu
bars of about 20 mm, generated a turbulence level of about 2
percent and the second one, ‘‘screen 1.914,’’ had bars of 20 mm
with four additional bars of 6 mm, generated slightly high
frequencies.

During the course of the investigations it turned out that
turbulence level of the first two grids was not sufficient to indu
the expected upstream propagation of transition onset. There
an even coarser grid~‘‘screen 2.6’’ with 25 mm bars! was located
slightly closer to the test blade, generating a turbulence leve
about 4–5 percent.

Oil Flow Visualization. In a preceding test series with blade
of 70 mm chord an oil flow picture~Fig. 6! was obtained at a low
Reynolds number of 0.83106 and a turbulence level of 0.7 pe
cent~no grid installed!. Figure 6 shows the oil traces on this blad
which had an aspect ratio of 2.4. Due to a distinct suction s
velocity maximum around 30 percent of chord, which is follow
by a relatively strong diffusion, the laminar separation is w
developed and establishes as a short bubble between about
41 percent.

All further experiments presented here were performed usin
blade chord of 150 mm. Keeping the Reynolds number at
same low level (0.73106) as in Fig. 6, but increasing the turbu
lence level, the laminar separation behavior does not change
siderably. The blade Mach number distribution and the oil tra
in Fig. 7 both again indicate a separation bubble for aTu level of
2.5 percent and a Reynolds number of 0.73106. This separation
bubble, however, disappeared when the Reynolds number wa
creased to Re52.03106. At this high Reynolds number andTu
level the oil traces do not show a specific change of their struc
along the blade suction side~Fig. 8!. Obviously, the discontinuity
in cf is not sufficiently distinct to show an essential difference
the blade surface, at least downstream of about 15 percen
chord. As at high Reynolds numbers the boundary layer is thin
the measured total pressure losses are lower compared to tho
the low Reynolds number tests and the experimental blade M
number distribution does not show the separation bubble. A
merical simulation employing the blade to blade solver MIS
nearly exactly matches the measured surface Mach number d
bution, as shown in Fig. 8.

Further high Reynolds number tests with oil flow visualizati
and even higher turbulence levels (Tu54 – 5 percent! did not pro-
vide a clearcf-induced change in the surface flow structure with

Fig. 5 Photograph of cascade and endwalls
4 Õ Vol. 124, JANUARY 2002
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Fig. 6 Oil streak lines on suction side, M 1Ä0.6, ReÄ0.8Ã106

Fig. 7 Mach number distribution and oil streak lines at Re
Ä0.7Ã106 and TuÉ2.5– 3 percent, 1 tick approximately 10 per-
cent of chord
Transactions of the ASME
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the accelerated front portion of the blade and thus no evide
regarding transition in this region. Therefore, the tests have b
repeated using sensitive liquid crystal coatings.

Visualization Using Liquid Crystal Coatings. Liquid crys-
tal coatings have been used to detect transition by visualizing
difference in adiabatic wall temperature between laminar and
bulent boundary layers. This technique requires a relatively s
sitive mixture of liquid crystals that is sprayed on the black c
ored blade surface. To achieve a sufficient contrast in w
temperature as reflected through colors of the liquid crystals
was necessary to use a thermally insulated test blade that
made completely out of carbon fiber composite. The event t
perature of the liquid crystals is selected to be approxima
4–5°C lower than the total temperature and within the sensi
temperature range~about 2°C! the colors of the scattered light ar
red, yellow, and green. Before approaching this range the liq
crystals are transparent and the blade surface looks black. A
tuning of the total temperature in steps of about 0.1 deg allows
adjustment of the wall temperature to the event temperature o
liquid crystals~303–305 K!. More information on this visualiza-
tion technique is given in a previous report by Steinert a
Starken@18# and a recent measurement technique paper by B
et al. @19# for example.

The adiabatic surface temperatureTw , which depends on the
type of boundary layer and the Mach number at the bound

Fig. 8 Mach number distribution and oil streak lines at Re
Ä2.1Ã106 and TuÉ3 percent, 1 tick approximately 10 percent
of chord
Journal of Turbomachinery
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layer edge, is calculated for the present cascade from its sur
Mach number distribution using the different recovery factors
laminar and turbulent flow (r 50.836 and 0.89, respectively!. Fig-
ure 9 shows that in the front portion of the suction side a ma
mum temperature difference of about 2 K can be expected be
tween laminar and turbulent flow. Prior to the tests, a numer
parameter study was performed for a high Reynolds number
four different turbulence levels to estimate the expected loca
and magnitude of the temperature difference across transition.
model used for prediction of transition again was the modifi
correlation of Abu-Ghannam and Shaw@16#. Figure 10 shows the
calculated suction side temperatures for the tests at the Reyn
number of 2.63106and turbulence levels from 0.5 to 3 percen
The highest temperature difference across transition can be
pected for the low turbulence level test. That case results in
lowest temperatures for the laminar flow at velocity maximu
and a theoretical temperature increase of more than 2 K near 40

Fig. 9 Predicted blade Mach number distribution and calcu-
lated adiabatic wall temperature on suction side

Fig. 10 Simulated surface temperature distribution on blade
suction side, influence of free-stream turbulence on tempera-
ture discontinuity near transition for M 1Ä0.6 and ReÄ2.6Ã106
JANUARY 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 5
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percent of chord. When transition propagates upstream with
creasingTu levels, this temperature difference unfortunately b
comes somewhat less.

As transition in reality is a three-dimensional and more grad
process, the temperature increase on the surface will not b
pronounced and clear as predicted in Fig. 10, especially for
high-turbulence-level tests. The transition-induced change in
face temperature for those conditions, however, is still more p
nounced than the gradual temperature variation that is cause
the local change of the surface Mach number. Certainly, so
uncertainty remains concerning the precise experimental dete
nation of the transition location. The theory~with Tu53 percent!
would expect early transition within the accelerated front port
around 5 percent of chord. The position of laminar separation
reattachment from the experiment, however, is quite accurate

The first test presented in Fig. 11 shows a low-Reynol
number test without a turbulence grid upstream (Tu'0.7 percent!.
Black regions in the blade front portion indicate a cold lamin
boundary layer. The ‘‘warm’’ laminar separation bubble to be se
between 34 and 41 percent of chord, is yellow-red followed b
streaky ‘‘partly cold’’ turbulent reattachment zone. Evidently, tu
bulent reattachment takes place in combination with longitud
vortices, which produce a streaky temperature distribution.
rear turbulent blade surface shows increasing temperatures
yellow-red-green colors. Similar observations at such low R
nolds number tests had been shown previously by Steinert
Starken@18#.

Fig. 11 Mach number distribution and liquid crystal picture of
suction side at Re Ä0.9Ã106 and TuÉ0.7 percent showing lami-
nar separation and turbulent reattachment
6 Õ Vol. 124, JANUARY 2002
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When increasing the Reynolds number to about 2.23106 but
keeping the turbulence level as low as before~no turbulence grid!,
the liquid crystal picture again showed laminar flow in the fro
portion; the yellow stripe, that indicates laminar separation, pr
tically disappeared, but again or still, the streaky turbulent ‘‘re
tachment zone’’ remained~Fig. 12!. The blade Mach number dis
tribution in Fig. 12~top! provides no clear indication for a lamina
separation bubble. Due to the increased Reynolds number,
thinner boundary layer now starts to become sensitive to cer
roughness particles. Therefore, first yellow ‘‘turbulence wedge
located downstream of isolated small grains or excrescencies
come visible within the laminar front portion.

Increasing the turbulence level to about 2.5 percent, one
the weak laminar separation bubble completely disappears
boundary layer transition starts around 30 percent of chord,
near the suction side velocity maximum~Fig. 13!. A slightly
higher turbulence level (Tu'3 percent! provides only a marginal
upstream shift of transition and the liquid crystal picture in Fig.
does not confirm the forward transition location that was predic
by the MISES code near 5 percent of chord~see Fig. 2 or for a
similar condition Fig. 10 bottom right!. However, the number of
roughness-induced turbulence wedges increases considerab
that wide areas of the laminar flow effectively become turbule
On the other hand, these turbulence wedges provide a c
evidence that the suction surface flow beside these wedge
laminar.

A final upstream movement of the transition process could
achieved only with a coarser turbulence grid. At about 4–5 p
cent turbulence intensity the bypass mechanism becomes d
nant, and transition is observed upstream of 10 percent of ch
~Fig. 15!. A test with an even more increased Reynolds num
could be achieved at an inlet Mach number of 0.7. Figure
provides the liquid crystal visualization for a Reynolds number
3.13106 and a turbulence level of about 3.5 percent generated
the turbulence grid denoted ‘‘screen 1.914.’’ About 70 percent of
the blade front portion is covered with turbulence wedges, rev
ing the increasing sensitivity to surface roughness.

A comparison of the transition locations derived from the vis
alization experiments to the predicted locations, employing
criterion of the MISES code@16#, is shown in Fig. 17 for a con-
stant Reynolds number of 23106. Overall, the forward movemen
of transition onset with rising turbulence level can be confirm
qualitatively; but aroundTu53 percent the Abu-Ghannam an
Shaw/Drela correlation slightly overpredicts the forward mov
ment of transition into the accelerated blade front portion. So
uncertainties remain because within the domain of higher R
nolds numbers surface roughness seems to play an additiona
essential, role.

Surface Roughness
The foregoing observations clearly show that both free-stre

turbulence and surface roughness have a considerable influen
transition. At low Reynolds numbers, roughness is relativ
harmless, but the boundary layer becomes very sensitive when
Reynolds number is increased. The test blade, which is cov
with liquid crystals, has a certain roughness that probably co
induce premature transition before the bypass transition pro
becomes dominant. To ensure that the surface roughness rem
below the critical roughness height and that the global spanw
transition onset either is natural transition or really is induced
free-stream turbulence, a theoretical estimation was perform
the results of which are presented in Fig. 18. This figure, deri
from a diagram in Mayle@13#, presents a correlation of the mo
mentum thickness Reynolds number at the onset of transition p
ted against a roughness parameter~from Mick @20#, upper dashed-
dotted line!. If Reu lies above this curve, surface roughness wou
induce transition. The nearly straight lines in Fig. 18 repres
calculated Reu developments along the blade surface of t
Transactions of the ASME
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present cascade for sand roughness heights of 5, 10, and 20mm.
Roughness measurements of the tested blade surface yielded
roughness heights not greater thanks510 mm ~with ks58.6
3Ra, following Schäffler @21#!. As the curve withks510 mm
does not intersect the limiting curve for Reu transition, it can be

Fig. 12 Mach number distribution and liquid crystal picture of
suction surface at Re Ä2.2Ã106 and TuÉ0.7 percent „no
screen …

Fig. 14 Liquid crystal picture of suction surface at Re Ä2.0
Ã106 and TuÉ3 – 3.5 percent „screen 1.9 ¿4…
Journal of Turbomachinery
sand
concluded, or at least suspected, that transition at the high R
nolds numbers and high turbulence level is bypass transition,
not roughness, induced transition.

A further interesting and essential finding of these visualizat
experiments can be seen in Figs. 12–15. These figures again

Fig. 13 Mach number distribution and liquid crystal picture of
suction surface at Re Ä2.0Ã106 and TuÉ2.5– 3 percent „screen
1.9…

Fig. 15 Liquid crystal picture of suction surface at Re É2.0
Ã106 and TuÉ4 – 5 percent „screen 2.6 …
JANUARY 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 7
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Fig. 16 Liquid crystal picture of suction surface at M 1Ä0.7,
ReÄ3.1Ã106 and TuÉ3 – 3.5 percent

Fig. 17 Experimental „shaded area … and predicted „solid line …

suction side transition onset at Re Ä2Ã106

Fig. 18 Momentum thickness Reynolds number Re u calcu-
lated for three different roughness heights in comparison to
Reu transition „dashed line from †20‡… against the roughness
parameter uÕk S
8 Õ Vol. 124, JANUARY 2002
tests for increasing turbulence levels at a high, but practic
constant, Reynolds number of 23106. As the turbulence level
was raised, more and more turbulence wedges on the blade
face become visible originating with small roughness particl
Evidently, the particles alone are not able to produce turbulen
but the interaction of the particle-induced instabilities inside
boundary layer with disturbances of sufficient strength from
outer free-stream turbulence seems to initiate turbulence in
boundary layer. This interaction of surface particle-induced ins
bilities with the disturbances coming from outside of the bound
layer is a complex, but rather important, mechanism that mus
considered in future research work on transition onset.

Conclusions
Surface flow visualization tests have been performed on

blade suction side of a controlled diffusion compressor blade
show the effect of Reynolds number and free-stream turbule
on transition location. At the low Reynolds number of 0.83106, a
clear laminar separation bubble with turbulent reattachment is
ible on the suction side, which does not disappear when fr
stream turbulence is increased to 3 percent.

The main focus, however, was on suction side transition on
at high Reynolds number (Re.23106! and accelerated boundar
layers (K.0). A numerical study employing a modified Abu
Ghannam and Shaw correlation indicated that for high Reyno
numbers and an increasing turbulence level (Tu>3 percent!, tran-
sition propagates far forward into the accelerated region of
suction side. The experiments qualitatively confirmed an upstre
movement of transition, but a slightly higherTu level was neces-
sary to induce early bypass transition. Additionally, the te
clearly showed, that besides both increasing Reynolds number
turbulence level, thesurface roughnessplays an essential role. A
high Reynolds numbers, roughness-induced turbulence we
cover wide areas of the blade front portion so that laminar fl
has a less important influence.

The results of both the numerical study and experiment sug
that for high Reynolds numbers, blading design has to cons
the effect of early transition onset. Compressor blades with a t
sition location shortly after the blade leading edge should obta
front-loaded blade pressure distribution at least for subsonic fl
with a forward-located suction side velocity maximum.

When considering the more complex unsteady effects of wa
blade boundary layer interaction, one should consider that for h
Reynolds numbers, laminar boundary layers are less impor
and that the calming effects after wake-induced transition may
altered considerably. Furthermore, the combined effect of sur
roughness at high Reynolds numbers and high turbulence lev
an important field for future research work on boundary lay
development in turbomachinery blading.

Nomenclature

AVDR 5 axial velocity density ratio
5(r2w2 sinb2)/(r1w1 sinb1)

ks 5 height of standard sand roughness,mm
K 5 acceleration parametern/U2* (dU/ds)
M 5 Mach number

M is 5 isentropic Mach number5 f (p/pt1)
Ra 5 arithmetic average roughness
Re 5 Reynolds number5u1c/n1
T 5 temperature

TW 5 adiabatic wall temperature
Tu 5 turbulence level

c 5 profile chord length
p 5 pressure
s 5 blade spacing, pitch

U 5 velocity at edge of boundary layer
u 5 velocity
b 5 flow angle with respect to cascade front
Transactions of the ASME
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Db 5 flow turning 5b12b2
n 5 kinematic viscosity
r 5 density
v 5 total pressure loss coefficient5(pt12pt2)/(pt12p1)
u 5 boundary layer momentum thickness

Subscripts

1 5 inlet plane
2 5 exit plane
is 5 isentropic entity
t 5 total, stagnation value
t 5 transition
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